We also obtain upper and lower bounds for the sum in (1) . If t is allowed to vary with fc, one cannot generally expect an asymptotic constant A to exist. However, if t is so restricted that t/k approaches a limit a as fc-»°°? then A does exist and we evaluate it in terms of Bernoulli polyno- In the case beN, repeated use of (4) shows that Proof. First suppose that r = 2. Let L(m) denote the least positive residue of m (mod k). Then As fc-»o°, the rightmost member of (8) 
0 Therefore, the result follows from (8) 
Proof. We may assume 0<f<fc. Write Proof. Curiously, the result does not seem to be readily deducible from the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, so we utilize complex analysis. Taking fcth derivatives in the identity Setting z = 2-7n//fc with je J, we have the desired result, in view of (6). LEMMA By Theorem 1, |0| is bounded by an absolute constant. Since also 6->0 as fc-»oo, it follows that the r-fold series in (9) approaches 0 as fc-><*>. Thus (9) yields the desired result.
Assume that t/k^a as k-»<». Then for each v>2,
£ / 1 \ (b) b^ / h\ I nV" = (e k2 -l)- - + X )k b - tn e kz (-ml(zr rn - 1 + 0(l)).
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Proof. Put N = (t/k-a)~1 (if tlk = a,N = <*>). Let k-^oo. Then N^oo and
Uk^m
